Overview

MANAGING
GLOBAL GROUND
TRANSPORTATION
SIMPLY, SAFELY
AND SECURELY
GroundScope provides ground
transportation services for corporate
clients and travel partners including
TMCs, Online Booking Tools and
Global Distribution Systems.
Our innovative, easy-to-use booking platform gives you instant access
to a global network of authenticated ground transport providers.
GroundScope’s consolidated worldwide buying power delivers
excellent value for money, while our commitment to innovation,
technology and customer care ensures a high quality service.

Why choose
GroundScope?
 igorously vetted, licensed and insured transport
R
providers provide a duty of care to travellers.
	Worldwide fleet of over 150,000 vehicles,
including electric vehicles, minibuses,
taxis and chauffeur-driven cars.
	Excellent management information enables greater
visibility and control of ground travel expenditure.
	Service enhancements such as RideShare
further reduce your costs.
	PCI-compliant online booking tool
and secure data storage.

www.groundscope.co.uk

Our Service
Whatever your ground travel requirements,
GroundScope’s solution offers cost efficiency
and traveller peace of mind. Global ground
travel is instantly accessible by phone or
via GDS and Online Booking Tools. Our
24/7/365 customer service team is always
on hand to answer any traveller queries.

With a global network of approved, vetted service providers
and a fleet of over 150,000 vehicles, you can choose the right
service level and price point for your business. And if you have
a preferred provider, you can add them to our network.
The detailed data available through our secure, PCI-compliant
system allows you to truly understand and manage your ground
travel costs. Service enhancements such as GroundScope’s RideShare
allow further cost reductions by linking and sharing journeys.

Strategic Partners

As a strategic partner of major Travel Management Companies,
Global Distribution Systems and proprietary Online Booking
Tools, GroundScope ensures an end-to-end travel service for
corporate travellers and bookers. GroundScope’s easy-to-use
service can be embedded in booking platforms such as:

Global
Distribution
Systems
Online
Booking
Tool
Travel
Management
Companies

Since using GroundScope’s service we have succeeded in fully
implementing our travel policy to cover ground transportation.
Going from an unmanaged to a more controlled service has
benefited our company’s duty of care responsibilities as well as
controlling our costs
Paul (Associate Director in a leading Pharmaceutical company)

Contact Us
To find out more about how the GroundScope solution can benefit
your business and your travellers, please contact GroundScope on:
+44 845 680 6279

sales@groundscope.co.uk

www.groundscope.co.uk

